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Coronal	magne3c-field	measurements
• Knowledge	of	coronal	magne4c	field	strength	and	orienta4on	is	
primarily	based	on	extrapola4ons	of	photospheric	magne4c	fields	
derived	from	spectro-polarimetric	measurements	(Zeeman	effect)	

• Different	techniques	have	been	developed	to	es4mate	magne4c	fields	
in	the	outer	corona	
○ radio	techniques		

◆ Faraday	rota4on	
◆ circular	polariza4on	in	radio	bursts		

○ spectro-polarimetry	in	IR	and	UV	emission	lines	(Hanle	effect)	
○ coronal	seismology	applied	to	EUV	images	of	EIT	waves	
○ analysis	of	the	dynamics	of	CME-driven	shocks	in	visible-light	images	

◆ plasma	compression	ra-o	
◆ stand-off	distance



• Fast	CMEs	can	drive	shock	waves	in	the	corona	and	heliosphere	
○ they	can	be	iden4fied	in	coronagraphic	visible-light	images	as	thin	
layers	of	enhanced	emission	located	ahead	of	the	driver	(CME	front)	

• Visible-light	images	can	be	used	for	the	determina4on	of:	
○ shock	front	geometry	
○ shock	velocity	
○ plasma	compression	ra4o	(X	=	ρd	/ρu)	
○ shock	stand-off	distance	(ΔR)

CME-driven	shocks
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Figure 2. Simultaneous STEREO observations of the CME and shock front from Ahead(top row) and Behind(bottom row). The CME and shock are indicated on the
individual images where applicable. No CME or shock is visible in the HI 1 A observation (the Sun is off the right-hand edge of the HI 1 A image). These images
have been severely clipped and smoothed to make the shock more discernible. The shock is clearly visible in the accompanying animations.

(Animations [A, B] of this figure are available in the online journal.)

Figure 3. (a) Three-dimensional reconstruction of the CME and shock front viewed perpendicular to the propagation direction with the initial ellipse fits overplotted.
(b) Data transformed into a coordinate system centered on the initial ellipse fit. Overplotted is the subsequent fit to the shock front using Equation (5). The data have
been normalized with respect to DO.

In order to compare with relations in Section 1, the data were
transformed into a coordinate system centered on the CME. To
accomplish this, each CME front was fit with an ellipse. The
center coordinates of these fits were then used to collapse all
the data on to a common coordinate system centered on the
CME. The shock front was fit with Equation (5), which gave
the shock properties such as the shock standoff distance ∆,
the Mach number M, and the radius of curvature at the nose
of the obstacle RO. Figure 3(a) shows data and the initial fit,
while Figure 3(b) shows the shifted data and the shock fit
using Equation (5). The fast magnetosonic Mach number was
calculated using Mms = (vcme − vsw)/vms, where vcme is the

CME velocity, vsw is the solar wind velocity, and vms is the fast
magnetosonic speed. Since vsw and vms were not known at the
position of the CME, a model corona was used to evaluate them.
This was based on the Parker solar wind solution with a simple
dipolar magnetic field of the form B(r) = B0(R⊙/r)3, where B0
was 2.2 G at the solar surface (Mann et al. 2003). For each of the
paired CMEs and shock observations, the standoff distances ∆
(=DS − DO) were obtained by three different means: (1) using
the three-dimensional coordinates of the furthest point (max(h),
where h =

!
x2 + y2 + z2) on the shock and the CME as hshk

and hcme, respectively, (2) the previous method can be applied
but to the data in the common coordinate system which gave
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Previous	works
• Unique	informa4on	can	be	derived	from	the	analysis	of	simultaneous	visible-light	and	UV	
data	(Bemporad	&	Mancuso	2010;	Bemporad,	Susino,	&	Lapenta	2014;	Bacchini	et	al.	2015):		

• LASCO	plus	UVCS	observa4ons	
○ plasma	compression	ra4o	along	the	shock	front	
○ full	set	of	upstream	plasma	parameters	(T,	n,	vsw)	

• Rankine-Hugoniot	equa4ons	for	oblique	shocks	
○ downstream	parameters	including	B	vector	on	the	plane	of	the	sky	

◆ plasma	hea4ng	
◆ magne4c	field	compression	
◆ v	and	B	vector	deflec4onThe Astrophysical Journal, 784:102 (11pp), 2014 April 1 Bemporad, Susino, & Lapenta

Figure 1. Left: LASCO C2 raw image showing the pre-CME corona at 11:06 UT. The image has been normalized to the average white light radial profile extracted in
the same frame above the polar coronal holes, in order to show the location of brighter structures. The panel also shows the location of the UVCS slit field of views for
the synoptic observations acquired before the CME (yellow solid lines, see text), as well as the location (diamonds) of the three points in the corona where the shock
has been analyzed here (points 1, 2, and 3, see text). Right: LASCO C2 11:26 UT base difference image (frame at 11:06 UT subtracted) showing the location of the
CME-driven shock front with respect to the three points being analyzed here (same as in the left panel).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

inclination angles between the shock normal and the up-stream
magnetic and velocity field vectors, θBu and θvu, respectively),
and given the compression ratio X, it is possible to apply the
MHD RH equations to the general case of an oblique shock to
derive not only all the down-stream physical parameters (nd,
Td, vd , θBd , and θvd ), but also the up-stream and down-stream
magnetic fields Bu and Bu. Nevertheless, a unique solution can
be derived only in the regions of the (θvu, θBu) plane where
θvu ≪ θBu or θvu ≫ θBu. The analysis we perform here is
based on the same methods described in Paper III, but applied
to different points along the same shock front.

In Paper III, due to the lack of significant emission in other
spectral lines, standard techniques for the determination of
plasma temperature from UV–EUV emission (like the line ratio
or differential emission measure techniques; see, e.g., Parenti
et al. 2000 and references therein) have not been applied.
Nevertheless, as shown in Paper III, pre-shock temperatures
and densities can successfully be determined simply from the
O vi λ1031.91 Å and H i λ1215.67 Å line intensities observed
before the arrival of the shock front (i.e., the strongest lines
available), once the effects due to Doppler dimming (see below)
and to the integration along the line of sight (hereafter LOS)
through the optically thin coronal plasma are both taken into
account; for the same reasons this technique will also be applied
here. The emission in these coronal spectral lines is mainly due
to ion excitation by collisions with thermal coronal electrons
(referred to as a collisional component) and absorption of
chromospheric radiation (referred to as a radiative component),
both followed by spontaneous emission (see, e.g., recent review
by Bradshaw & Raymond 2013). As it is well known, in
the typical conditions of coronal plasma, collisional excitation
for the H i Lyα line can be neglected (Gabriel 1971), while
both collisional and radiative excitation occur for the O vi
λλ1031.91 and 1037.61 Å doublet lines. Collisional components
mainly depend on the LOS distribution of electron density and
temperature, while radiative components also depend on the
plasma outflow velocity. When the plasma flow is not negligible,
the scattering profile is Doppler-shifted with respect to the disk
profile, resulting in a less-efficient scattering, and hence in a
reduction in intensity of the scattered radiation, an effect known

as Doppler dimming (Noci et al. 1987). Thus the resonance O vi
λλ1031.91 and 1037.61 line doublets are well suited to empirical
determinations of the relative intensities of their collisionally
and radiatively excited components, hence for the determination
of the ion outflow velocity, as originally pointed out by Kohl &
Withbroe (1982).

Before starting the description of the new work, here we add to
the previous publications a few short comments on the analysis
method. First, even if compression ratios were derived from
two-dimensional (2D) WL images (showing only the emission
projected on the POS), the integration along the LOS crossing
the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the expanding shock
front was taken into account in the technique described in
Paper III. The assumption of a 3D paraboloidal-like shape for
the shock front was previously validated by comparison between
WL images observed by SOHO–STEREO coronagraphs and
WL images simulated with forward modeling (see, e.g., Wood
& Howard 2009; Ontiveros & Vourlidas 2009). Second, we
notice that values derived in Paper I for the projected thicknesses
(0.06 R⊙ at 11:26 UT and 0.09 R⊙ at 11:50 UT) of the shock
shell at different altitudes/times are in good agreement with
values given by Eselevich & Eselevich (2012, Figure 5, bottom
panel) and identified as representative of the proton mean free
paths in the corona below heliocentric distances of 6 R⊙. Third,
these values for the thicknesses of the shock shell were used
(after correction for the shock motion during the LASCO C2
exposure time) to estimate reliable values of the actual shock
depth L along the LOS (0.28 R⊙ at 11:26 UT and 0.61 R⊙ at
11:50 UT), which is a critical parameter for the derivation of the
compression ratios; this estimate was different from previous
and successive works (e.g., Ontiveros & Vourlidas 2009; Kim
et al. 2012) where a constant shock depth L = 1 R⊙ was simply
assumed for all the events and all heliocentric distances.

3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS

3.1. Description and Analysis of LASCO Data

In this work we first extend the analysis of WL LASCO data
already performed in Paper I, showing for the first time that
WL images can also be employed in order to derive another
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“CME-driven shocks with coronagraphic WL and UV data” – A. Bemporad                                                     “40th COSPAR Assembly – 2-10 August 2014, Moscow (Russia) 

Unique information derived from analysis of both UV and WL data (Bemporad & Mancuso 2010): 
 

• LASCO + UVCS data → upstream plasma parameters (T, n, vout), but the magnetic field. 
• upstream plasma parameters + compression ratio X from WL → R-H equations → 
downstream parameters including full B vector on the plane of the sky. 
 

Recent results: shock transit → compression (factor ~ 1.7–2.7), heating (factor ~ 1.5 – 3.0 at 
the flanks, ~ 8 – 12 at the nose), B compression (factor ~ 1.2 – 1.9), B deflection (~ 14° – 22° 
at the flanks, > 40° at the nose). “Shock only supersonic relative to the proton fast-mode speed 
and not that of the electrons” (Manchester et al. 2012): shock transit → Te – Tp decoupling. 

Recent results: WL and UV data 

Bemporad, Susino & Lapenta 2014 

Magnetic field deflection
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Test	case

Shock front

can be identified with an estimated uncertainty of ± 3 pixels on
average and ± 5 pixels for LASCO C2 and C3 images. Larger
uncertainties could be related to the applied procedure of
background subtraction, at the possible locations where the pre-
eruption corona significantly changed during the event.

We apply this procedure to seven consecutive images where
we could identify signatures of the shock: two from LASCO
C2, acquired at 06:47 and 07:01 UT, and five from LASCO C3,
acquired at 07:09, 07:24, 07:39, 07:54, and 08:09 UT (see
Figure 1). Later on, we were not able to locate the shock front
with a significant accuracy in LASCO C3 images. The curves
giving the position of the shock fronts identified in the
considered WL images are plotted in Figure 4. The shock
appears to propagate almost symmetrically and to exhibit only
a moderate latitudinal displacement, since the center of the
shock (i.e., the highest point along the front) has a latitudinal
location that is always in the range 21°–25° S. We notice here
that around a latitude of about 12° S the identified location of
the shock surface shows a clear discontinuity, which is likely
due to the northward displacement of a pre-event coronal
streamer, leading to an overestimate (underestimate) of the
shock-projected altitude northward (southward) of the streamer
itself.

These curves can be easily employed to derive, along the
whole of each shock front, the angle θsh between the normal to
the shock front and the radial direction, as well as the
latitudinal distribution of the average shock speed, vsh. These
quantities are essential for the determination of the Alfvénic
Mach number and the upstream plasma velocity distribution, as
discussed in the following section. As an example, Figure 5
shows the relative orientation of vectors parallel with the radial
direction and those normal to the shock surface at different
positions along the front as we identified in the LASCO C3
image acquired at 07:39 UT. It is evident from this figure that
θsh angles are in general larger at the flanks of the shock and
smaller near the shock center (or “nose”). This result confirms
what we already found in recent works (see, e.g., Bemporad
et al. 2014) and suggests that we may expect the prevalence of
quasi-perpendicular shock conditions at the flanks and quasi-
parallel shock conditions at the center of the shock.

The radial component of the average shock speed is obtained
at each latitude simply as �= D Dv tr , where �D is the
variation of the projected heliocentric distance of the shock
measured in the radial direction between two consecutive shock
curves. The true shock velocity can be then derived simply as

q=v v cossh r sh· . Note that, as in Bemporad et al. (2014), this
corresponds to assuming isotropic self-similar expansion of the
front in the range of common latitudes between consecutive
curves, but taking into account the correction for the latitudinal
shock propagation. A 2D polar map of radial velocity
distribution vr in the region where the shock propagates is
obtained by interpolating with polynomial fitting the helio-
centric distance values at each latitude and altitude along the
shock fronts, and is shown in Figure 7 (top-left panel). The
resulting radial shock speed is (as expected) larger at the center
of the shock at all altitudes, then it decreases toward the shock
flanks; at a heliocentric distance of 2.5 Re it reaches a value as
high as ∼1200 km s−1 near the center and ∼800–900 km s−1

about 20° away from it. The shock also appears to decelerate
during its propagation, since the velocity at higher altitudes is
progressively smaller: for instance, at 12 Re �v 1000sh km s−1

at the shock center. This means that the shock is losing its
energy as it expands; this is also supported by the results we
obtain for the compression ratio and the Alfvénic Mach
number, as discussed in the following section.

3.1.3. Compression Ratio, Alfvénic Mach Number, and Alfvén Speed

The shock compression ratio X, defined as the ratio between
the downstream (i.e., post-shock) and the upstream (i.e., pre-
shock) plasma densities, X ≡ ρd/ρu, is determined here as
described in Bemporad & Mancuso (2011). For each pixel
along an identified shock front, we measure the total white-
light brightness of the compressed downstream plasma, tBd,
from the corresponding LASCO C2 or C3 image, and, at the
same locations in the corona, the upstream brightness tBu from
the last image acquired before the arrival of the shock. This
provides us with the observed ratio tB tBd u obs( ) .

Figure 4. Cartesian plot showing the locations of the shock front identified at
different times in LASCO C2 and C3 white-light images. Figure 5. Base-difference LASCO C3 image showing the location of the shock

front (solid white line) at 07:39 UT and a schematic representation of selected
vectors normal to the shock surface (white arrows) and corresponding radial
directions in the same points (red arrows).
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quasi-perpendicular shock conditions at the flanks and quasi-
parallel shock conditions at the center of the shock.
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at each latitude simply as �= D Dv tr , where �D is the
variation of the projected heliocentric distance of the shock
measured in the radial direction between two consecutive shock
curves. The true shock velocity can be then derived simply as

q=v v cossh r sh· . Note that, as in Bemporad et al. (2014), this
corresponds to assuming isotropic self-similar expansion of the
front in the range of common latitudes between consecutive
curves, but taking into account the correction for the latitudinal
shock propagation. A 2D polar map of radial velocity
distribution vr in the region where the shock propagates is
obtained by interpolating with polynomial fitting the helio-
centric distance values at each latitude and altitude along the
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energy as it expands; this is also supported by the results we
obtain for the compression ratio and the Alfvénic Mach
number, as discussed in the following section.
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The shock compression ratio X, defined as the ratio between
the downstream (i.e., post-shock) and the upstream (i.e., pre-
shock) plasma densities, X ≡ ρd/ρu, is determined here as
described in Bemporad & Mancuso (2011). For each pixel
along an identified shock front, we measure the total white-
light brightness of the compressed downstream plasma, tBd,
from the corresponding LASCO C2 or C3 image, and, at the
same locations in the corona, the upstream brightness tBu from
the last image acquired before the arrival of the shock. This
provides us with the observed ratio tB tBd u obs( ) .
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• Compression	ra4o	X	is	inferred	all	along	the	shock	front	curves	by:	
○ taking	into	account	LOS	integra4on	effects	by	es4ma4ng	the	shock	depth	
L	along	the	LOS	from	its	projected	thickness	

○ deriving	the	density	jump	in	the	shock	region	of	length	L	giving	the	best	
reproduc4on	of	the	visible-light	brightness	varia4on	across	the	shock	

• Mach	number	M	is	derived	by	applying	an	empirical	formula	that	is	valid	in	
the	case	of	oblique	shock	(for	β	<	1	plasma	condi4ons)

Compression	ra3o	and	Mach	number
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Figure 2. Left panel: selected image for the 1997 November 6 CME. A clear shock signature can be seen at the flanks of the CME. The parallel lines over the shock
front show the profile with the strongest shock signature. Right panel: the top plot shows the estimated upstream and downstream density profile at P.A. = 321◦ (solid)
and the background corona density from the SPM model (dashed). The bottom plot shows the density ratio, ΓCR = 1.6, at 7.9 R⊙ which we use as a proxy to the
shock strength.

signal-to-noise ratio. The radial extent of each profile allows us
to obtain the upstream and downstream brightness at different
angles of the shock (see also Vourlidas et al. 2003) and convert
them to densities as mentioned in Section 3.2. We classify the
15 events in four groups based on the appearance of the shock
signatures in the images and the evidence of a jump in the density
profiles. Group 1 includes those events which have a clear
shock signature in the image and a steep jump in the brightness
profiles at the location of the shock front (six events). Group
2 includes those events which show a clear shock signature
in the image but the density jump at the shock front is barely
detectable above the noise (five events). Group 3 includes those
events which have shock signatures in the image but the density
profiles are too noisy to identify the jump at the shock front;
there were two events in Group 3. Finally, group 4 are the two
events (5 and 13) without any shock signatures in any LASCO
image.

The shock fronts are more visible on the images rather than
in the density profiles because of our eyes’ spatial averaging
ability. We believe that the density profiles can be improved by
averaging over a larger AW. However, this averaging tends to
smooth the profiles and reduce the density jump. Until we find a
better averaging method we adopted the 5◦ width in the current
work.

For this reason, we concentrate on the profiles with the
sharpest density jump. We use the density jump as a proxy
to the shock strength. We define ΓCR as the compression ratio of
the total to background volume densities, ΓCR = 1 + ρ

ρ0
, where

ρ is the excess density due to the shock and ρ0 the upstream
density obtained from the SPM model.

Figure 2 shows event 1 as an example. The two parallel
lines mark the P.A.s we average over to obtain the brightness
profile with the sharpest density jump, and hence the strongest
shock signature. The jump is located at 7.9 R⊙ at P.A. = 321◦.
The observed density profiles and the ratio between excess and
background densities are plotted on the right panels of Figure 2.
In this case, we obtain a ΓCR of 1.6 at the location of the shock.
We repeat the same analysis for the remaining events in our
sample. We also obtain the CME mass, momentum, and kinetic
energy from the same images following the method described
by Vourlidas et al. (2000) and using the speed measurements

from the LASCO CME catalog. These measurements allow us
to get global CME parameters to compare with the local shock
strength, which are discussed next.

3.4. Statistics

Table 2 presents our measurements for the 13 events. Columns
1–2 correspond to event number and group (Section 3.1).
Columns 3–6 are the time of LASCO observation, the helio-
centric distance to the shock signature, the P.A. of the profile,
and the estimated density jump, ΓCR, of the shock for that profile.
Columns 7–9 are the CME mass, kinetic energy, and momen-
tum, respectively, obtained from calibrated images. Now we can
assess the validity of our main assumption: namely, whether the
faint structures seen ahead of the main CME ejecta could indeed
be the white light counterpart of the CME-driven shock. If this
is true, we expect a correlation between the magnitude of the
density jump (or ΓCR) and the CME dynamical parameters, such
as the CME kinetic energy.

The plots in Figure 3 show the trends and correlations
obtained between ΓCR and some CME parameters for the best
events only (groups 1 and 2). We find important correlations
between the shock strength and the CME momentum (cc =
0.80), and kinetic energy (cc = 0.77). Furthermore, the largest
ΓCR are associated with the sharpest shock signatures (group 1,
see Section 3.1) and the highest kinetic energies and momenta.
These results suggest that our ΓCR parameter is associated with
the CME dynamics as expected from a shock-produced density
jump.

Perhaps surprisingly, there is no obvious correlation between
the strength and the linear speed of the CMEs. The quoted speeds
are taken from the LASCO catalog and therefore correspond
to the speed at the P.A. of the fastest moving feature in the
LASCO images. Our profiles were taken at different P.A.s since
the shock front is more easily discernible at some distance
away from the CME front. Also, the speeds are derived from
linear fits to height–time measurements extending over the full
range of the LASCO field of view (2–30 R⊙) and correspond
to the average CME speed over the field of view. Our density
jump is derived from a single snapshot of the CME at a single
heliocentric distance. A plot between ΓCR and the CME speed
at the same P.A. and distance might provide a better correlation.
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reproduc4on	of	the	visible-light	brightness	varia4on	across	the	shock	

• Mach	number	M	is	derived	by	applying	an	empirical	formula	that	is	valid	in	
the	case	of	oblique	shock	(for	β	<	1	plasma	condi4ons)
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On the other hand, the upstream total brightness �tBu ( )
expected at a projected altitude � in the corona can be
evaluated through the line-of-sight integration of the upstream
electron density profile, ne(r), multiplied by a geometrical
factor K that includes all the geometrical parameters for
Thomson scattering:
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where r is the heliocentric distance of the scattering point along
the line of sight. The expected downstream total brightness tBd

is similarly given by the sum of two integrals: one performed
over the unshocked corona (with density ne) and the other over
a length L across the shocked plasma with density X ne·
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where �= +r Lsh
2 2 and X is precisely the unknown

compression ratio. The shock depth L is estimated as in
Bemporad & Mancuso (2010), i.e., by assuming that the shock
surface has the three-dimensional shape of a hemispherical
shell with thickness equal to the 2D projected thickness dof the
WL intensity jump across the shock, corrected for the shock
motion during the LASCO C2 or C3 exposure time. For each
frame we estimated an average value of the shock depth L, and
applied the same value to the whole shock front. Given L, and
by adopting the radial density profiles derived from the analysis
of the LASCO C2 pB, the shock compression ratio X can be
inferred directly from the comparison between the observed
and the expected total brightness ratios: tB tBd u obs( ) =
tB tBd u exp( ) .
The corresponding curves for the compression ratio X

measured along the shock fronts with different LASCO C2 and
C3 frames are reported in Figure 6. The uncertainties in X
values shown in this figure are due to the uncertainty in the
identification of the exact location of the shock in C2 and C3

images (see above). The compression ratio reaches the
maximum value of ∼2.1 at 06:47 UT at a point that is very
close to center of the shock front at that time located around a
latitude of −20° S; this X value is considerably lower than the
upper-limit adiabatic compression of 4 expected for a
monatomic gas. In all cases, the latitudinal dependence is
similar: X has a maximum around the center of the shock front,
decreasing progressively but not monotonically toward the
flanks. As the shock expands, the X values decrease on average
along the whole of the shock fronts: for instance, at 08:09 UT
the maximum value is ∼1.5; as already pointed out in the
previous section, this indicates that the shock is dissipating its
energy while propagating in the corona. These results are in
agreement with those reported by Bemporad & Mancuso
(2011) in their analysis of a different CME-driven shock. We
notice here that, as explained above, the X values have been
derived not after background subtraction, but from the ratio
between the total brightnesses observed at the shock location
and those observed at the same pixels in the frame acquired just
before the arrival of the shock. This method allows removal
from the ratio of any possible uncertainty due to the
instrumental calibration; moreover, because the shock is the
faster feature propagating outward, no significant changes
occurred in the corona aligned along the line of sight between
the two frames other than the compression due to the shock.
The Alfvénic Mach number is defined as the ratio between

the upstream plasma velocity vu (i.e., the velocity of the plasma
flowing toward the shock surface in the reference frame at rest
with respect to the shock itself) and the Alfvén speed vA, MA ≡
vu/vA. MA can be estimated from the compression ratio X and
the angle θsh under two assumptions: (1) the plasma b � 1 (β
is the ratio between the thermal and magnetic plasma pressures)
and (2) the upstream magnetic field is radially directed, so that
the angle between the shock normal and the magnetic field
vector can be assumed to be equal to θsh on the plane of the
sky. These are not strong assumptions, as discussed in
Bemporad & Mancuso (2011), and can be considered fairly
verified also in our case. Under these hypotheses, as we verified
observationally in Bemporad et al. (2014) and theoretically in
Bacchini et al. (2015), the Alfvénic Mach number is well
approximated in the general case of oblique shock by the
following semi-empirical formula:

q q= + ^&M M Mcos sin , 4A A
2 2

sh A
2 2

sh ( )

where =&M XA and = + -^M X X X5 4A
1
2

( ) ( ) are the
expected Mach numbers for parallel and perpendicular shocks,
respectively, for a b � 1 plasma. The validity of Equation (4)
has been confirmed by the analysis of Bemporad et al. (2014),
which takes advantage of both WL and ultraviolet data from
the UVCS on board SOHO (see discussion therein) and has
been recently tested with MHD numerical simulations by
Bacchini et al. (2015). This equation allowed us to derive, from
different values of X and θsh parameters, 2D polar maps of MA

values, as shown in Figure 7 (top-right panel). This map clearly
shows that in the early phases the shock was super-Alfvénic at
all latitudes (with larger MA values at the shock nose), while
later on (i.e., higher up) it keeps super-Alfvénic numbers only
at the nose.
The Alfvén speed can be derived, in turn, from MA values

once the upstream plasma velocity is known or estimated. The

Figure 6. Compression ratios r rºX d u as measured along the shock fronts
identified in LASCO observations and reported in Figure 4. Each profile is
shown as a thick shaded area representing the uncertainty in the derived X
values.
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On the other hand, the upstream total brightness �tBu ( )
expected at a projected altitude � in the corona can be
evaluated through the line-of-sight integration of the upstream
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compression ratio. The shock depth L is estimated as in
Bemporad & Mancuso (2010), i.e., by assuming that the shock
surface has the three-dimensional shape of a hemispherical
shell with thickness equal to the 2D projected thickness dof the
WL intensity jump across the shock, corrected for the shock
motion during the LASCO C2 or C3 exposure time. For each
frame we estimated an average value of the shock depth L, and
applied the same value to the whole shock front. Given L, and
by adopting the radial density profiles derived from the analysis
of the LASCO C2 pB, the shock compression ratio X can be
inferred directly from the comparison between the observed
and the expected total brightness ratios: tB tBd u obs( ) =
tB tBd u exp( ) .
The corresponding curves for the compression ratio X

measured along the shock fronts with different LASCO C2 and
C3 frames are reported in Figure 6. The uncertainties in X
values shown in this figure are due to the uncertainty in the
identification of the exact location of the shock in C2 and C3

images (see above). The compression ratio reaches the
maximum value of ∼2.1 at 06:47 UT at a point that is very
close to center of the shock front at that time located around a
latitude of −20° S; this X value is considerably lower than the
upper-limit adiabatic compression of 4 expected for a
monatomic gas. In all cases, the latitudinal dependence is
similar: X has a maximum around the center of the shock front,
decreasing progressively but not monotonically toward the
flanks. As the shock expands, the X values decrease on average
along the whole of the shock fronts: for instance, at 08:09 UT
the maximum value is ∼1.5; as already pointed out in the
previous section, this indicates that the shock is dissipating its
energy while propagating in the corona. These results are in
agreement with those reported by Bemporad & Mancuso
(2011) in their analysis of a different CME-driven shock. We
notice here that, as explained above, the X values have been
derived not after background subtraction, but from the ratio
between the total brightnesses observed at the shock location
and those observed at the same pixels in the frame acquired just
before the arrival of the shock. This method allows removal
from the ratio of any possible uncertainty due to the
instrumental calibration; moreover, because the shock is the
faster feature propagating outward, no significant changes
occurred in the corona aligned along the line of sight between
the two frames other than the compression due to the shock.
The Alfvénic Mach number is defined as the ratio between

the upstream plasma velocity vu (i.e., the velocity of the plasma
flowing toward the shock surface in the reference frame at rest
with respect to the shock itself) and the Alfvén speed vA, MA ≡
vu/vA. MA can be estimated from the compression ratio X and
the angle θsh under two assumptions: (1) the plasma b � 1 (β
is the ratio between the thermal and magnetic plasma pressures)
and (2) the upstream magnetic field is radially directed, so that
the angle between the shock normal and the magnetic field
vector can be assumed to be equal to θsh on the plane of the
sky. These are not strong assumptions, as discussed in
Bemporad & Mancuso (2011), and can be considered fairly
verified also in our case. Under these hypotheses, as we verified
observationally in Bemporad et al. (2014) and theoretically in
Bacchini et al. (2015), the Alfvénic Mach number is well
approximated in the general case of oblique shock by the
following semi-empirical formula:
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respectively, for a b � 1 plasma. The validity of Equation (4)
has been confirmed by the analysis of Bemporad et al. (2014),
which takes advantage of both WL and ultraviolet data from
the UVCS on board SOHO (see discussion therein) and has
been recently tested with MHD numerical simulations by
Bacchini et al. (2015). This equation allowed us to derive, from
different values of X and θsh parameters, 2D polar maps of MA

values, as shown in Figure 7 (top-right panel). This map clearly
shows that in the early phases the shock was super-Alfvénic at
all latitudes (with larger MA values at the shock nose), while
later on (i.e., higher up) it keeps super-Alfvénic numbers only
at the nose.
The Alfvén speed can be derived, in turn, from MA values

once the upstream plasma velocity is known or estimated. The

Figure 6. Compression ratios r rºX d u as measured along the shock fronts
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• Upstream	magne4c	field	is	derived	
from	the	Alfvén	speed,	assuming	
either	no	solar	wind	(upper	limit)	or	
fast	solar	wind	(lower	limit)	using	the	
model	of	Hu,	Esser	&	Habbal	(1997)
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upstream velocity is given by = -v vvu sw sh∣ ∣, where vsw is the
speed of the outflowing solar wind, assumed to be radial, and
vsh is the shock speed. In our case, we have no direct
measurements of the wind flows in the corona, hence we must
adopt a model for the solar wind expansion in order to infer the
Alfvén speed from the Alfvénic Mach number. To this end, a
first-order approximation can be obtained by assuming vsw = 0
in the previous equation, i.e., by neglecting the solar wind
entirely. This is not a realistic assumption, but it is rather
reasonable, considering that at low altitudes in the corona
(5 Re) and in the early phase of propagation, the shock speed
may be up to one order of magnitude larger than typical wind
velocities measured outside coronal holes (≈100–300 km s−1;
see, e.g., Susino et al. 2008). Under this hypothesis, the
estimated Alfvén speed can be considered as an upper limit to
the real values. Possible consequences of this assumption will
be discussed in the last section.

2D polar maps of the Alfvén speed are shown in Figure 7
(bottom-left panels); these maps have been obtained again with
polynomial (third-order) interpolation of the Alfvén speeds
measured at different locations (i.e., latitudes and altitudes) of
the shock front at different times (Figure 4). Results plotted in
Figure 7 clearly show that the Alfvén speed has not only radial,
but also significant latitudinal modulations. The Alfvén speed
reaches the highest value (∼1000 km s−1) at the lowest
altitudes in the equatorial belt. The latitudinal dependence is
rather complex, with an alternation of local minima and
maxima ranging between ∼600 and ∼1000 km s−1. At
increasing altitudes, vA generally decreases, with values that
never exceed 800 km s−1 at 12 Re. Interestingly, the regions

characterized by the slowest decrease in electron density
(around ∼50° S and around ∼10° N; see Figure 3) are also
those where the Alfvén speed decreases more steeply, reaching
values below ∼500 km s−1 already at 5 Re. As a consequence,
in the early propagation phase (i.e., at low altitudes) the shock
is significantly super-Alfvénic not only at the nose but also in
several regions distributed in the flanks of the shock surface.
These high-density and high-Mach number regions are very
probable candidates for sources of particle acceleration and
type-II radio bursts; we discuss in the next section possible
correlations with the sources of radio emission identified from
RDS, while the determination of the magnetic field strength is
discussed in the last section.

3.2. Radio Dynamic Specrum

As is well known, shock waves are able to accelerate
electron beams to suprathermal energies, which in turn can
produce Langmuir waves that are converted by means of
nonlinear wave–wave interactions into electromagnetic waves
near the fundamental and/or harmonic of the local electron
plasma frequency fpe. Since the coronal density ne decreases
with increasing heliocentric distance and µf npe e

1 2, the
expanding shock surface produces type-II radio emissions at
decreasing frequencies as it propagates through space, and the
measured frequency drift rate at a given time is directly related
to the shock speed. The observed frequency drift rate therefore
provides information on the shock dynamics through the
corona, while its onset depends on the local magnetosonic
speed.

Figure 7. 2D maps showing the distribution of the radial shock velocity vr (a), the Alfvénic Mach number MA (b), the Alfvén speed vA (c), and as a reference the pre-
shock coronal densities ne (d). The MA and vA values are derived by assuming a negligible solar wind speed, as described in the text. In each panel real measurements
were obtained only in the region between the two dotted lines, while values shown outside this region have been extrapolated to higher and lower altitudes.
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upstream velocity is given by = -v vvu sw sh∣ ∣, where vsw is the
speed of the outflowing solar wind, assumed to be radial, and
vsh is the shock speed. In our case, we have no direct
measurements of the wind flows in the corona, hence we must
adopt a model for the solar wind expansion in order to infer the
Alfvén speed from the Alfvénic Mach number. To this end, a
first-order approximation can be obtained by assuming vsw = 0
in the previous equation, i.e., by neglecting the solar wind
entirely. This is not a realistic assumption, but it is rather
reasonable, considering that at low altitudes in the corona
(5 Re) and in the early phase of propagation, the shock speed
may be up to one order of magnitude larger than typical wind
velocities measured outside coronal holes (≈100–300 km s−1;
see, e.g., Susino et al. 2008). Under this hypothesis, the
estimated Alfvén speed can be considered as an upper limit to
the real values. Possible consequences of this assumption will
be discussed in the last section.

2D polar maps of the Alfvén speed are shown in Figure 7
(bottom-left panels); these maps have been obtained again with
polynomial (third-order) interpolation of the Alfvén speeds
measured at different locations (i.e., latitudes and altitudes) of
the shock front at different times (Figure 4). Results plotted in
Figure 7 clearly show that the Alfvén speed has not only radial,
but also significant latitudinal modulations. The Alfvén speed
reaches the highest value (∼1000 km s−1) at the lowest
altitudes in the equatorial belt. The latitudinal dependence is
rather complex, with an alternation of local minima and
maxima ranging between ∼600 and ∼1000 km s−1. At
increasing altitudes, vA generally decreases, with values that
never exceed 800 km s−1 at 12 Re. Interestingly, the regions

characterized by the slowest decrease in electron density
(around ∼50° S and around ∼10° N; see Figure 3) are also
those where the Alfvén speed decreases more steeply, reaching
values below ∼500 km s−1 already at 5 Re. As a consequence,
in the early propagation phase (i.e., at low altitudes) the shock
is significantly super-Alfvénic not only at the nose but also in
several regions distributed in the flanks of the shock surface.
These high-density and high-Mach number regions are very
probable candidates for sources of particle acceleration and
type-II radio bursts; we discuss in the next section possible
correlations with the sources of radio emission identified from
RDS, while the determination of the magnetic field strength is
discussed in the last section.

3.2. Radio Dynamic Specrum

As is well known, shock waves are able to accelerate
electron beams to suprathermal energies, which in turn can
produce Langmuir waves that are converted by means of
nonlinear wave–wave interactions into electromagnetic waves
near the fundamental and/or harmonic of the local electron
plasma frequency fpe. Since the coronal density ne decreases
with increasing heliocentric distance and µf npe e

1 2, the
expanding shock surface produces type-II radio emissions at
decreasing frequencies as it propagates through space, and the
measured frequency drift rate at a given time is directly related
to the shock speed. The observed frequency drift rate therefore
provides information on the shock dynamics through the
corona, while its onset depends on the local magnetosonic
speed.

Figure 7. 2D maps showing the distribution of the radial shock velocity vr (a), the Alfvénic Mach number MA (b), the Alfvén speed vA (c), and as a reference the pre-
shock coronal densities ne (d). The MA and vA values are derived by assuming a negligible solar wind speed, as described in the text. In each panel real measurements
were obtained only in the region between the two dotted lines, while values shown outside this region have been extrapolated to higher and lower altitudes.
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Stand-off	distance	method
• Hydrodynamic	rela4onship	between	the	standoff	distance	ΔR	of	a	shock,	
the	radius	of	curvature	(Rc)	of	the	driver,	and	the	Mach	number	

• Assump4ons	on	wind	velocity	and	plasma	density	are	needed	to	derive	B	
• Limited	to	radial	profiles	of	magne4c	field,	but	up	to	1	AU	following	the	
interplanetary	shock

The Astrophysical Journal, 744:72 (7pp), 2012 January 1 Gopalswamy et al.
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the CME from SDO/AIA 193 Å difference images. A small section of the images from the southwest corner is shown. The arrow points to
the early stage of the CME. The scale of the images is also indicated on the first frame in terms of a solar radius (Rs). The optical limb is also drawn. A full cadence
(12 s) movie of the event is included as an electronic supplement in the online journal.

(An animation and a color version of this figure are available in the online journal.)

The shock structure connects to the EUV wave feature mov-
ing away from the eruption site, more clearly seen at later times.
This is consistent with the interpretation that the EUV wave
is a fast-mode shock surrounding the CME flux rope (see, e.g.,
Veronig et al. 2010). We identify the inner circular feature as the
flux rope that drives the shock. There is a sudden change in the
shape of the flux rope indicating rapid expansion in the lateral
direction between 05:36:54 and 05:37:54 UT. Interestingly this
is the time the shock became distinctly visible. Full-cadence
data show that a diffuse structure formed ahead of the flux rope
at 05:36:54 UT. This coincided with the onset of the metric
type II radio burst (see below). The overall position angle
extent (including the shock) was ∼37◦ by the time the CME
left the SDO/AIA field of view (FOV). The flux rope itself sub-
tended an angle of only ∼17◦. The CME first appeared in the
LASCO/C2 FOV at 06:06 UT, when the leading edge was al-
ready at 2.57 Rs. The speed within the LASCO FOV is only
320 km s− 1 and the CME has a position angle extent of ∼33◦.
Clearly, the flux rope seems to have decelerated significantly
by the time it reached the outer corona. The position angle ex-
tent suggests that the LASCO CME must be the expanded flux
rope. The CME does not show the diffuse shock structure in the
LASCO FOV, suggesting that the shock might have weakened
and dissipated by the time it reached the LASCO FOV. There-
fore, the speed must have peaked somewhere between 1.5 and
2.57 Rs. Without the SDO observations, the connection between
the type II burst, the shock, and the flux rope would not have been
revealed.

The shock structure is better described in Figure 2 with the
projection of the flux rope on the sky plane fitted to a circle.
We identify the radius of this circle as the minor radius of the
flux rope and also the radius of curvature of the shock driver.
The shock itself is not resolved, but the broad diffuse feature
ahead of the flux rope is the shock sheath. The leading edge of
the shock sheath is expected to be the shock. We identify the
position of the leading edge of the sheath as the shock location.

Flux
Rope

Shock

2010/06/13 05:39:54 UT

R
c
= 0.13Rs; R

fl
= 1.26Rs; R

sh
= 1.35Rs

Figure 2. SDO/AIA difference image at 193 Å showing the flux rope and the
shock structure surrounding it. The heliocentric distances of the shock (Rsh,
marked by the “ + ” symbol) and the flux rope (Rfl) are shown. The red crosses
are the points on the flux rope used for fitting the circle. The blue cross marks
the center of the fitted circle. The radius of the circle fitted to the flux rope is
the radius of curvature (Rc) of the flux rope.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Thus, the thickness of the sheath becomes the standoff distance
of the shock ahead of the flux rope.

The heliocentric distance of the shock (Rsh) was measured
at six instances from 05:36:54 UT to 05:42:54 UT, traveling
from ∼1.19 Rs to 1.46 Rs. The flux rope leading edge (Rfl)
was observed from ∼1.13 Rs to 1.38 Rs before its leading
edge left the SDO/AIA FOV after 05:43:54 UT. The standoff
distance (the difference between Rsh and Rfl) steadily increased
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Stand-off	distance	method
• Hydrodynamic	rela4onship	between	the	standoff	distance	ΔR	of	a	shock,	
the	radius	of	curvature	(Rc)	of	the	driver,	and	the	Mach	number	

• Assump4ons	on	wind	velocity	and	plasma	density	are	needed	to	derive	B	
• Limited	to	radial	profiles	of	magne4c	field,	but	up	to	1	AU	following	the	
interplanetary	shock
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the CME from SDO/AIA 193 Å difference images. A small section of the images from the southwest corner is shown. The arrow points to
the early stage of the CME. The scale of the images is also indicated on the first frame in terms of a solar radius (Rs). The optical limb is also drawn. A full cadence
(12 s) movie of the event is included as an electronic supplement in the online journal.

(An animation and a color version of this figure are available in the online journal.)

The shock structure connects to the EUV wave feature mov-
ing away from the eruption site, more clearly seen at later times.
This is consistent with the interpretation that the EUV wave
is a fast-mode shock surrounding the CME flux rope (see, e.g.,
Veronig et al. 2010). We identify the inner circular feature as the
flux rope that drives the shock. There is a sudden change in the
shape of the flux rope indicating rapid expansion in the lateral
direction between 05:36:54 and 05:37:54 UT. Interestingly this
is the time the shock became distinctly visible. Full-cadence
data show that a diffuse structure formed ahead of the flux rope
at 05:36:54 UT. This coincided with the onset of the metric
type II radio burst (see below). The overall position angle
extent (including the shock) was ∼37◦ by the time the CME
left the SDO/AIA field of view (FOV). The flux rope itself sub-
tended an angle of only ∼17◦. The CME first appeared in the
LASCO/C2 FOV at 06:06 UT, when the leading edge was al-
ready at 2.57 Rs. The speed within the LASCO FOV is only
320 km s− 1 and the CME has a position angle extent of ∼33◦.
Clearly, the flux rope seems to have decelerated significantly
by the time it reached the outer corona. The position angle ex-
tent suggests that the LASCO CME must be the expanded flux
rope. The CME does not show the diffuse shock structure in the
LASCO FOV, suggesting that the shock might have weakened
and dissipated by the time it reached the LASCO FOV. There-
fore, the speed must have peaked somewhere between 1.5 and
2.57 Rs. Without the SDO observations, the connection between
the type II burst, the shock, and the flux rope would not have been
revealed.

The shock structure is better described in Figure 2 with the
projection of the flux rope on the sky plane fitted to a circle.
We identify the radius of this circle as the minor radius of the
flux rope and also the radius of curvature of the shock driver.
The shock itself is not resolved, but the broad diffuse feature
ahead of the flux rope is the shock sheath. The leading edge of
the shock sheath is expected to be the shock. We identify the
position of the leading edge of the sheath as the shock location.

Flux
Rope

Shock

2010/06/13 05:39:54 UT

R
c
= 0.13Rs; R

fl
= 1.26Rs; R

sh
= 1.35Rs

Figure 2. SDO/AIA difference image at 193 Å showing the flux rope and the
shock structure surrounding it. The heliocentric distances of the shock (Rsh,
marked by the “ + ” symbol) and the flux rope (Rfl) are shown. The red crosses
are the points on the flux rope used for fitting the circle. The blue cross marks
the center of the fitted circle. The radius of the circle fitted to the flux rope is
the radius of curvature (Rc) of the flux rope.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Thus, the thickness of the sheath becomes the standoff distance
of the shock ahead of the flux rope.

The heliocentric distance of the shock (Rsh) was measured
at six instances from 05:36:54 UT to 05:42:54 UT, traveling
from ∼1.19 Rs to 1.46 Rs. The flux rope leading edge (Rfl)
was observed from ∼1.13 Rs to 1.38 Rs before its leading
edge left the SDO/AIA FOV after 05:43:54 UT. The standoff
distance (the difference between Rsh and Rfl) steadily increased
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Figure 4. Radial magnetic field strength from STEREO spacecraft and the fitting profile of the magnetic field for the density profile by Leblanc et al. (1998, LDB)
with γ = 4/3(a) and 5/3(b) and the Saito et al. (1977, SMP) density profile with γ = 4/3 (c) and 5/3 (d). The pink line in the radial magnetic field plots shows
the functional fitting with the calculated magnetic field from 6 to 120 Rs. The first three data points in this plot are from Gopalswamy et al. (2012), using the Solar
Dynamics Observatory (SDO) to observe the standoff distance from flux rope and shock front. The second group of data points are from Gopalswamy & Yashiro
(2011), which correspond to the range from 6 to 23 Rs from LASCO/C2 and STEREO/COR2 observation. The light blue plus symbols (+) denote the data from COR
2 and HI 1 from the present work. The green dots show the observational data from Helios spacecraft 1 and 2. The blue circles represent the average magnetic field
from the Helios spacecraft. Finally, the pink cross shows the average magnetic field strength from in situ measurement from ACE.

distance r, and Ω is solar angular rotation rate, which is about
2.91×10−6 rad s−1. The radial magnetic field strength decreases
from 32.45 ± 1.9 mG to 0.41 ± 0.03 mG for the LDB model
and γ = 4/3, and for γ = 5/3 the radial magnetic field is
27.66 ± 1.6 mG to 0.17 ± 0.02 mG. For the SMP model, the
calculated radial field decreases from 33.64 ± 1.8 mG to 0.39 ±
0.03 mG for γ = 4/3, and for γ = 5/3 the radial field is 28.69 ±
1.6 mG to 0.16 ± 0.013 mG. The error propagates from the error
in high-time measurement, the error in the calculated Mach
number, the error in shock velocity and Alfvén velocity, and
the error in density. The radial magnetic field profile can be
described by a power law. For γ = 4/3, the power law can
be written as Br = 706.383r−1.54 and Br = 845.870r−1.59 for
the LDB and the SMP models, respectively. For γ =5/3, the
power-law index is ∼2 and is written as Br = 2111.471r−2.05

and Br = 2433.250r−2.09 for the LDB and the SMP models,
respectively.

Figure 4 shows the computed magnetic field from the lower
corona to 1 AU. The first three points in this plot are from
Gopalswamy et al. (2012), reported using the Solar Dynamics
Observatory (SDO) to observe the standoff distance from
the flux rope to the shock front. The dark green asterisks
are the data from Gopalswamy & Yashiro (2011), which
correspond to the range from 6 to 23 R⊙ using LASCO/C2 and
STEREO/COR2 observations. The blue plus symbols (+) denote
the data from COR 2 and HI 1 from the present work. The green

dots show the observational data from Helios spacecraft 1 and 2.
The solid blue circles represent the average magnetic field from
the Helios spacecraft. Finally, the pink cross shows the average
magnetic field strength from in situ measurements from the
Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). The top row shows the
magnetic field obtained using the density profile from Leblanc
et al. (1998). The second row shows the magnetic field from the
Saito et al. (1977) density profile. The right column in Figure 4
shows that the radial magnetic field strength fits well with all
the observational data and also fits both density models with
γ = 5/3.

When we used γ = 4/3 and 5/3 and kept the CME velocity,
the shock velocity, the curvature of the flux rope, and the density
from the profiles constant, we found that the calculated magnetic
field profile is higher than the those observed with the Helios
spacecraft and ACE at 1 AU for γ = 4/3. We note that when γ
changes, the Mach number becomes smaller. The Alfvén speed
is then larger and will increase the calculated radial magnetic
field, which will therefore not match the in situ observation.
This result suggests that γ = 5/3 may be more appropriate than
γ = 4/3.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We obtained the heliospheric radial magnetic field derived
from the standoff distance of a CME-driven shock to heliocentric

5
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Figure 3. Radial profiles of the magnetic field for γ = 4/3 (left panels), 5/3 (right panels), and two density models (SMP: top panels, LDB: bottom panels). Dulk &
McLean (1978) and Pätzold et al. (1987) empirical profiles are shown for comparison. The error bars are a combination of the density range for each height shown in
Figure 2 and the height–time measurement errors. LASCO C2, C3 and STEREO-A COR2 measurements are distinguished using different colors.

Table 1
Properties of the Shock, Flux Rope, and the Ambient Medium at Various Heliocentric Distances for the

2008 March 25 Event Assuming γ = 4/3 and SMP Density Extrapolation

Time Inst.a Rsh Rfl ∆R Rc ∆R/Rc M Vsh Vsw VA N B
UT (Rsb) (Rsb) (Rs) (Rsc) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (cm −3) (mG)

19:31 C2 5.93 ± 0.14 5.08 ± 0.01 0.66 1.42 ± 0.07 0.60 1.63 1210 125 664 2.26e + 04 45.8 ± 0.97
19:37 CR2 6.55 ± 0.05 5.86 ± 0.03 0.67 1.50 ± 0.09 0.46 1.83 1209 149 580 1.77e + 04 35.4 ± 1.01
19:42 C3 6.73 ± 0.08 6.03 ± 0.05 0.75 1.71 ± 0.23 0.41 1.93 1208 155 544 1.66e + 04 32.2 ± 2.32
20:07 CR2 9.67 ± 0.07 8.46 ± 0.06 0.95 2.39 ± 0.12 0.51 1.75 1203 225 559 7.30e + 03 21.9 ± 0.49
20:18 C3 10.72 ± 0.13 9.40 ± 0.09 1.57 2.65 ± 0.16 0.50 1.76 1201 243 544 5.83e + 03 19.0 ± 0.53
20:37 CR2 12.50 ± 0.06 11.26 ± 0.06 1.29 3.00 ± 0.25 0.41 1.92 1197 268 483 4.18e + 03 14.3 ± 0.62
20:42 C3 13.43 ± 0.19 11.40 ± 0.13 2.01 3.38 ± 0.20 0.60 1.63 1196 279 562 3.58e + 03 15.4 ± 0.37
21:18 C3 16.71 ± 0.21 14.68 ± 0.19 2.25 4.00 ± 0.27 0.51 1.75 1190 311 503 2.24e + 03 10.9 ± 0.34
21:42 C3 19.54 ± 0.51 16.70 ± 0.35 2.58 4.75 ± 0.38 0.60 1.63 1185 332 522 1.60e + 03 9.58 ± 0.33
22:18 C3 22.98 ± 0.39 19.84 ± 0.42 2.93 5.65 ± 0.65 0.56 1.68 1178 351 492 1.13e + 03 7.58 ± 0.38

Notes.
a C2 = LASCO/C2; C3 = LASCO/C3; CR2 = STEREO-A/COR2.
b Errors in Rsh and Rfl are the standard deviations of five independent measurements.
c Errors in Rc are derived from the circle fitting.

et al. 2011, in preparation). These events are being analyzed to
understand the extent to which the coronal magnetic field may
vary.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary finding of this Letter is that the CME shock
structure identified in coronagraphic observations can be used
to estimate the magnetic field strength and its variation with
heliocentric distance. The density and magnetic field values

determined here can constrain the coronal plasma beta, which
is important in understanding the coronal dynamics at large
distances from the Sun. We combined data from STEREO and
SOHO observations for the same CME because it was a limb
event for both the spacecraft. It is remarkable that the results
are consistent given that the SOHO and STEREO coronagraphs
have different sensitivities, and view the CME at different
angles (the separation between SOHO and STEREO was ∼24◦

at the time of the observations). It is generally difficult to
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Comparison	with	stand-off	distance
• Rc	is	derived	from	the	es4mated	values	of	M	along	the	front	

• There	is	no4ceable	
agreement	between	
the	derived	Rc	curve	
and	the	flux-rope	
features	visible	in	the	
core	of	the	CME

becomes super-Alfvénic only at the nose. For a better
understanding of the acceleration regions of SEPs, this result
has also to be considered together with our previous finding
that in the early propagation phases shocks are supercritical
only at the nose and become subcritical later on (e.g.,
Bemporad & Mancuso 2011). At the same time, we
demonstrate here with analysis of RDS that the emission near
the front was generated later than that produced by the flanks,
in agreement with the conclusion we derived from the analysis
of WL data. This suggests that the acceleration of SEPs leading
to gradual events could also involve at different times coronal
regions located not only at different altitudes but also at
different latitudes and/or longitudes along the shock front,
as recently simulated for instance by Rodríguez-Gasén
et al. (2014).
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Figure 13. Left: LASCO C2 base-difference image acquired on 2011 June 7 at 07:01 UT and with the contrast of faint features enhanced using the filter provided by
the JHelioviewer software. The overplot shows the location of the shock (solid white line), the center of the CME flux rope (plus symbol), and the CME propagation
direction (dashed black line). Right: same frame as shown in the left panel, where the overplot provides again the location of the shock (solid white line), the center of
the CME flux rope (plus symbol), and the location of the shock driver (black dotted line) as derived by assuming that the relationship between the Mach number at the
shock nose and the D R ratio holds also at different latitudes away from the shock nose (see text).
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Conclusions
• Visible-light	coronagraphic	images	can	provide	many	informa4on	on	
CME-driven	shocks	and	the	ambient	solar	corona	they	cross	
○ 2D	maps	of	the	average	magne4c	field	strength	can	be	derived		
(under	certain	assump-ons)	from	the	analysis	of	the	shock	dynamics	

• Me4s	will	provide	high-resolu4on,	high-cadence	images	of	the	solar	
corona	in	the	polarized	visible	light	and	H	I	Lyman-α	line	
○ compression	ra4o	and	Mach	number	will	be	derived	from	visible-
light	images	

○ ourlow	wind	velocity	will	be	derived	from	combina4on	of	pB	and	
UV	Lyman-α	images	using	Doppler	dimming	analysis	

○ the	full	set	of	pre-/post-shock	plasma	parameters	could	be	also	
determined,	provided	a	method	to	es4mate	the	electron	
temperature	from	combina4on	of	Me4s	visible-light	and	UV	images


